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Abstrat

Results from the 20th entury and

SRESA1b CCSM3/NCAR simulation

(1870 to 2100) were analyzed using the

Optimum Multiparameter Analysis (OMP)

to separate water masses. Three water

masses were identi�ed in the Ross Sea:

Cirumpolar Deep Water (CDW); Ie Shelf

Water (ISW); Low Salinity Shelf Water

(LSSW). Simulation results have shown

that the ISW gets shallower during the

20th entury and then, during the 21st

entury, it gets deeper and oupies the

deepest layer by 2100 while it �ows towards

higher latitudes as AABW. Muh losely

to what has been shown by observational

studies, water masses formation in the

Southern Oean is intrinsially linked to

atmospheri vaiability modes, suh as the

southern annular mode�SAM, and to sea

ie variation.

1 Introdution

It has been known for a long time that

the oean plays the most important role on

Earth's heat budget, what turns it into a

major omponent of the global limate sys-

tem. Therefore, many studies have been

made to assess whether features of limate

proesses are hanging and how may li-

mate itself be a�eted by these hanges.

In that sense, the Southern Oean (SO)
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is reognized as a key region, sine wa-

ter mass transformations and unique ex-

hanges of heat and freshwater with the

rest of the World Oean take plae on

the Antarti ontinental margins (Baines

and Condie, 1998; Orsi and Wiederwohl ,

2009). The densest Antarti Bottom Wa-

ter (AABW) will not spread along with the

lower limb of the �Global Thermohaline Cir-

ulation� (THC) to ventilate the deepest

world oeans without �rst mixing into over-

lying deep water around Antartia (Orsi

and Wiederwohl , 2009; Jaobs , 2006). A-

ording to Shmitz (1996), the THC an be

taken as a �buoyany-driven �ow-�eld as-

soiated with water ooled (or heated) by

ontat with old (warm) air, or modi�ed

by soures and sinks of fresh water. [It℄

may also inlude �ows whose harateris-

tis are signi�antly altered by upwelling

and/or mixing. Water sinking at high lat-

itudes tends to return equatorward in rela-

tively strong, narrow deep western boundary

urrents�, where the SO takes part as the

soure for dense waters whih produe the

AABW (Gordon et al., 2004).

The primary soure of deep waters in the

SO are the Weddell and Ross seas, and

the last one is the formation site of the

main AABW harbingers: the High Salin-

ity Shelf Water (HSSW) and the Ie Shelf

Water (ISW) (Jaobs et al., 1985; Berga-

maso et al., 2003). Formed in the south-

western RS due to extensive brine rejetion

in the RS polynya, the saltiest HSSW �ows

into the RS ontinental shelf and under the

Ross Ie Shelf (RIS), where ISW is formed

by means of melting at the base of the ie

shelf to be the densest SO water mass. Both

waters �ow then, towards the shelf break

to interat with the Cirumpolar Deep Wa-

ter (CDW), aptured from Antrti Cir-

umpolar Current (ACC) by the iloni

Ross Gyre, produing the AABW (Jaobs

et al., 1985; Assmann et al., 2003; Berga-

maso et al., 2004). Many fators have

diret in�uene on deep waters formation

in the SO, suh as sea ie onentration

and the Southern Annular Mode (SAM),

the most prominent atmospheri mode of

variability at high latitudes in the South-

ern Hemisphere (SH) (Gille, 2002; Hall and

Visbek , 2002). To assess wether may global

warming impat the oean heat transport,
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this work aims to look at the ISW/HSSW

variability as an outome of limate hanges

to deep water masses formation in the SO,

on a simulation by the CCSM3/NCAR nu-

merial model for the 203m and SRESA1B

IPCC senarios.

2 Methodology

2.1 Experimental design

The Community Climate System Model

version 3 (CCSM3)/National Centre for At-

mospheri Researh (NCAR) is a global

oupled limate model whih has been

used to ondut multimember ensemble

simulations for the 20th entury limate

and the Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-

mate Change (IPCC) Speial Report on

Emissions Senarios (SRES) A1B senario

for the 21st entury. For the 20th en-

tury simulations, onentrations of Green

House Gasses (GHGs; C02, CH4, N20) from

the IPCC Third Assessment Report (TAR;

C02 from the Integrated Siene Assess-

ment Model (ISAM)) were used. The 20th

entury experiments provided the starting

point for the A1B senario simulations,

whih onsidered an inrease of atmospheri

C02 onentration from 386 ppm in year

2000 to 690 ppm by 2100. The simulation

period embraes 230 years, from 1870 to

2100.

2.2 Data

Salinity (S), Temperature (θ), oean velo-

ity omponents (U and V), Sea Level Pres-

sure (SLP) and Sea Ie Conentration (SIC)

annual mean data from the CCSM3 simula-

tions results were used to assess the water

mass distribuition and variability as well as

the sea ie and SAM impat on the deep

water formation. Aording to Gong and

Wang (1999), the SAM index was omputed

as the di�erene of zonal mean sea level

pressure between 40oS and 65oS. SIC time

series from two points in the RS were as-

sessed; one point loser to the RIS (79oS)

and a northern one at 72oS. U and V ve-

loity omponentes were used to investi-

gate subsurfae irulation at 200m depth.

Deadal means of S and θ data were used

to perform the OMP and indentify the ISW

distribuition and variability.
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2.2.1 OMP analyis

Desribed in various papers, OMP analy-

sis is an inverse modelling tehnique whih

determines the relative ontributions of var-

ious water masses to a water sample (Tom-

zak and Large, 1989; Poole and Tomzak ,

1999). It is an inversion method applied to

a system of linear equations, whih is solved

for every individual data point, assuming

that all hydrographi parameters are on-

served. In abbreviated form it an be writ-

ten as Gx = B+R (where G is the matrix of

soure water types (SWTs), B is the vetor

of observations, x is the solution vetor and

R is the vetor of residuals), or in matriial

form Equation 1:

x1θ1 + x2θ2 + x3θ3 + 0 = θObs + Rθ

x1S1 + x2S2 + x3S3 + 0 = SObs + RS

x1 + x2 + x3 + 0 = 1 + RCMass

(1)

To make the parameters measured in

di�erent units omparable the equations

are normalised and weighted to aount

for di�erenes in measurement auray or

environmental variability between param-

eters (Le�anue and Tomzak , 2004).The

present study investigated three water

masses whih SWTs determined through

TS diagrams analysis are shown in Table 1:

CDW, ISW and Low Salinitity Shelf Wa-

ter (LSSW). OMP was performed over S

and θ data from a meridional setion aross

the RS from under the RIS at 80oS to 55oS

along the 180oE longitude.

3 Results and Disussion

All three water masses were identi�ed in

the Ross Sea: CDW, ISW and LSSW.

ISW showed a greater variability (Figure 1).

The maximum ontribuition ore loated at

2000�2500m depth in 1870 (Figure 1a), gets

shallower by the year 2000 assuming a max-

imum ontrituition at 1500�2000m depth

(Figure 1b). During the 21st entury starts

to sink again plaing its ore at 2500�3000m

depth in 2100 (Figure 1). Many fators

may have ated together to proue suh a

vertial variation.

Subsurfae irulation shows that de

Ross Gyre got weaker at the end of 20th

entury, diminishing the transport of CDW

to RS, narrowing the upper warm layer and

so pulling up the isopynals, as a mass-
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Table 1: SWTs and Weigths for water masses in the Ross Sea

CDW ISW LSSW Weigths

θ 0,25 -0,60 -1,72 8,65

S 34,733 34,761 34,415 3,69

C. Mass � � � 8,84

onserving feedbak. In ontrast, during the

21st entury the Ross Gyre strength in-

reases, enhaning the CDW transport to

the RS. The same meanism ats in the

opposite way, lowering the isopynals and

pushing ISW down, bak to deeper layers.

SAM index shows positive trends during

the entire 21st entury. That makes the

polar atmospheri meridional ell stronger,

inreasing surfae winds veloity and ad-

veting sea ie northward at higher rates.

Con�rmed by negatives SIC trends lose to

RIS and positive SIC trends in the north-

ern RS, a greater sea ie prodution will

lead to higher brine release making water

saltier and denser. Besides that, enhaned

sea ie transport leaves more oean surfae

in ontat whith the atmosphere, whih al-

lows more oean heat loss, also inreasing

water density in the 21st entury. As a re-

sult, there is more water sinking and deep

water formation.

4 Conlusion

Simulation results have shown that the

ISW gets shallower during the 20th en-

tury and then, during the 21th entury, it

gets deeper and oupies the deepest layer

by 2100 while it �ows towards higher lati-

tudes as AABW. Muh losely to what has

been shown by observational studies, water

masses formation in the Southern Oean is

intrinsially linked to atmospheri variabil-

ity modes, suh as the Southern Annular

Mode�SAM, and to sea ie variation.
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Figure 1: (a) Contribuition (%) of ISW in

1870; (b) 1990; () 2090.
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